
  Data Center  
 Elevate Your Data Center with Next-Gen Solutions  

Step into the heart of today's digital landscape, where your data center plays the vital role of being the backbone 
of your operations. At Infocentric, we're your partners in making your data center even better, using the latest 
technologies. Our complete Data Center Solutions cover Servers, Storage, Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI), 
Virtualization, Backup, and Data Protection. We're here to ensure your data remains accessible, performs well, and 
stays resilient against ever-changing demands. 

Servers: 
Empower your operations with our high-performance Servers. From standard workloads to complex applications, 
our servers offer unmatched reliability, processing power, and scalability. Experience seamless business
continuity and performance excellence to drive your success. 

Storage: 
Unlock the potential of your data with our Storage solutions. Maximize storage efficiency, data accessibility, and 
seamless scalability. Elevate your data center's capabilities with advanced storage technologies tailored to your 
specific needs. 

Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI): 
Experience the future of infrastructure management with our HCI solutions. Streamline your operations through 
integrated compute, storage, and networking resources. Achieve greater flexibility, simplified management, and 
accelerated deployments. 

Virtualization: 
Transform your data center with Virtualization technologies. Optimize resource utilization, enhance scalability, 
and reduce operational complexity. Embrace the power of virtual environments to drive efficiency and agility. 

Backup and Data Protection: 
Safeguard your critical assets with our robust Backup and Data Protection solutions. Ensure data integrity, 
availability, and recoverability even in the face of unforeseen challenges. Achieve peace of mind with
comprehensive data protection strategies. 
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Why Choose Infocentric? 
 

Comprehensive Expertise: Benefit from our extensive knowledge in data center technologies and solutions. 

Cutting-Edge Innovation: Harness the latest advancements to stay ahead in the dynamic tech landscape. 

Performance & Reliability: Enjoy unmatched reliability, scalability, and performance for your data center
operations. 
 

Simplified Management: Our solutions streamline complex processes, reducing operational burdens. 
 

Tailored Solutions: We customize offerings to fit your unique requirements, regardless of your business scale. 
 

Support: Leverage our dedicated support team for timely assistance and strategic insights. 
 

Elevate Your Data Center Today! 

Infocentric is your dedicated partner in enhancing the capabilities of your data center for sustained success. 
Don't wait for challenges to impact your operations - take proactive measures to fortify your data assets. Reach 
out to us now to explore how our solutions can elevate your data center to new heights. 

 

         www.infocentric.ph 
         info@infocentric.ph 
         +63 (2) 8240 8899 
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